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MADRID: Spain’s untapped rare earths are stoking
tensions between mining companies and environmental-
ists and farmers who fear the devastating impact from
extracting the minerals considered as essential for a
high-tech and low-carbon economy. The group of 17
minerals are-despite their name-widely distributed
across the globe, but exist in such thin concentrations
that extracting even small quantities requires the pro-
cessing of enormous quantities of ore.

Still, they are key ingredients in a range of high-tech
and cutting-edge products, from wind turbines and
electric vehicles to smart phones, medical devices and
missile-guidance systems. With China having a stran-
glehold on global supply and demand surging to meet
the transition to a low-carbon economy, the political
pressure-and financial incentive-to put strategic inter-
ests ahead of the environment is growing.

“Spain has the largest amount of rare earths in
Europe after Finland. There is real potential,” said
Vicente Gutierrez Peinador, president of the National
Confederation of Mining and Metallurgy Companies
(Confedem). Ninety-eight percent of the rare earths
used in the EU are imported from China, prompting
Brussels to recently urge member states to develop
their own extraction capacities.

Spain’s reserves are estimated at 70,000 tons,
according to the Geological and Mining Institute of
Spain. “On a global level this is not much, but on a
European scale it is significant,” said Roberto Martinez,
head of mineral resources at the institute.

‘Opportunity for Spain’ 
And it is enough to arouse the interest of investors as

demand for the minerals continues to surge.

“It is an opportunity for Spain,” said Confedem’s
Peinador, but also “for Europe”. “Two sites in particular
are considered interesting: One in Monte Galineiro, in
Galicia,” and the other in the province of Ciudad Real, in
the Castilla y Leon region, said Martinez. Only the 240-
hectare (590-acre) Matamulas site in Ciudad Real has
so far been the subject of an application to mine.

The site is rich in monazite-an ore containing rare
earth minerals including thorium, lanthanum and cerium.
However, the project has been blocked: The region
refused the mining permit filed by Madrid-based
Quantum Mineria in 2019 due to concerns about its
environmental impact.

“This deposit is located in an area of great environ-
mental value”, between two protected areas, said Elena
Solis, coordinator for mining issues of the NGO
Ecologists in Action. It would involve “moving an astro-
nomical amount of earth, which would put the whole
area at risk”, said Solis, who also pointed to the “enor-
mous amount of water” needed for this operation and
the risk of pollution by toxic or even radioactive dust.

Holes filled in 
These arguments were rejected by the company,

which lodged a legal appeal. The refusal of the permit
“is incomprehensible” because “we are in a territory
considered suitable for mining” by the administration,
said Enrique Burkhalter, project director of Quantum
Mineria, who denounced “unfounded fears” around the
proposal. According to the company, the extraction
would take place on the surface, using a technique that
limits the risk of toxic dust: The earth would be trans-
ported by truck to a factory, then sieved and finally
returned to the site, once the minerals have been

removed. “It is not an open pit... The holes would be
quickly filled in so that the crops could be cultivated
again,” said Burkhalter. These arguments are in turn
rejected by Ecologists in Action, which believes that the
land concerned will be permanently affected.

What will the courts say?
Beyond their differences, industrialists and environ-

mentalists agree on the importance of the court’s deci-
sion, which could make or break the extraction projects.
The ruling, expected in several months’ time, will be
“important” but “will not put an end to the debate”, said
Martinez, who pointed to a paradox inherent in mining:
“On paper, everyone wants to reduce external depend-
ence, but as soon as we talk about concrete projects, it’s
a different matter.” — AFP
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BRDO CASTLE, Slovenia: Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel leaves the EU-Western Balkans summit at Brdo
Congress Centre, near Ljubljana yesterday. Western Balkan countries can expect reassurances but no con-
crete progress on their stalled bids for European Union membership. — AFP

EU ‘family’ looks 
to reassure 
frustrated Balkans
BRDO CASTLE, Slovenia: EU leaders told frustrated
Balkan counterparts at a summit yesterday the bloc
remains committed to letting them join, but offered no
concrete progress on their stalled membership bids.
The 27-nation club talked up economic support worth
billions of euros for its eastern neighbors at a rain-
drenched gathering at Brdo Castle in Slovenia, which
currently holds the EU’s rotating presidency.

Brussels is keen to show it remains the region’s best
hope. But there set to be no breakthroughs at the
meeting with the leaders of Albania, Bosnia, Serbia,
Montenegro, North Macedonia and Kosovo on the
tortuous path towards membership.

And concern is growing that frustration with years
of waiting could push some candidate countries closer
to Russia and China. “We want to send a very clear
message and that message is that Western Balkans
belong to the European Union, we want them in the
European Union,” said European Commission chief
Ursula von der Leyen as she arrived for the talks.

“We are one European family... and I’m deeply con-
vinced we share the same destiny,” she said.

‘Extend hand’ or else 
The EU’s push for enlargement-once a key policy

for the bloc-has ground to a halt in recent years. Some

richer members fear sparking a new wave of migration
and some applicants are struggling with the required
reforms, especially on democratic norms. “In Latvia,
the process of joining the European Union was the
game changer in terms of enabling reform, and of
course in the Western Balkans, they still have some
ways to go,” said Latvian Prime Minister Arturs
Krisjanis Karins. However, he cautioned, “either
Europe extends the hand, and pulls these countries
towards us or someone else will extend the hand and
pull the countries in a different direction”.

This reflected the EU’s increasing concern over
inroads being made by Moscow and Beijing, which
have sent millions of coronavirus vaccines to the
region. Moscow has deep cultural ties with fellow
Orthodox nations while Beijing has extended major
loans in the region, including a controversial $1 billion
for a road, which Montenegro is struggling to pay off.

The EU in response is touting an “unprecedented”
30 billion euros ($35 billion) economic investment
package for the region. Officials also promise “tangi-
ble” improvements for people in the Balkans, such as
bolstering vaccine rates to match EU levels this year
and ending phone roaming charges.

This may be cold comfort to the candidate coun-
tries who are still smarting after France, Denmark and
the Netherlands initially held up accession talks with
Albania and North Macedonia in 2019.

Bulgaria has since become the main obstacle to
progress, refusing to let North Macedonia start the
process because of a dispute over history and lan-
guage. The leaders of the two countries met together
with counterparts from France and Germany, but no
advance was made ahead of elections in Bulgaria next
month. —AFP

‘Brick wall’:
Deadlocked efforts
to regulate Facebook
WASHINGTON: US senators on Tuesday again
promised to curb Facebook’s power, driven this time
by damning whistleblower revelations underpinned
by the company’s own research. Efforts to better
regulate the tech behemoth’s platforms, which see
billions of users, have so far been slow and ineffec-
tive. Here is where efforts stand to regulate
Facebook:

Little progress in Congress 
Reducing Facebook’s economic power and over-

seeing its moderation policy are the two main issues
for US elected officials keen on technology regula-
tion. US lawmakers in June advanced blockbuster
legislation that opens the way for potential disman-
tling of Google, Facebook, Apple and Amazon.

The proposed legislation would prohibit the
largest groups from acquiring competitors. But no
date has yet been set for a vote, and compatibility
with current competition law is not guaranteed.
“Without core law changes, we believe this antitrust
momentum hits a brick wall,” said independent ana-
lyst Dan Ives. In addition, elected officials are divid-
ed, especially on issues of free speech on the net-
works. Many want to reform “Section 230,” a 1996
law that protects internet hosts from lawsuits related
to content posted by third parties, a cornerstone of
social networking. Common ground seems almost
impossible to find between Democrats who favor
stricter rules against misinformation and Republicans
who cite worries over censorship.

Republican-controlled states like Florida and
Texas are trying to pass laws to prevent networks
from suspending political content or candidates.
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has repeatedly
declared himself in favor of amending Section 230.
Authorities, however, have notched a success in pres-
suring the platform to pause its efforts to develop a
version of photo-sharing app Instagram for kids
under the age of 13.

Antitrust lawsuit muddle 
US regulators at the Federal Trade Commission

as well as an alliance of states have filed lawsuits
accusing Facebook of being a social network
monopoly that needs to be smashed. The suits
argued that the tech titan not only dominates online
social networking, it “buys or buries” startups it
sees as rising threats. “For almost a decade,
Facebook has had monopoly power in the personal
social networking market in the United States,”

contended a suit filed late last year by attorneys
general from US states.

“Facebook illegally maintains that monopoly pow-
er by deploying a buy-or-bury strategy that thwarts
competition.” Those suits failed out of the starting
gate, however, when a federal judge decided they
lacked facts and didn’t make clear exactly what mar-
ket they contend Facebook is unfairly dominating.

Facebook on Monday urged a federal judge to
toss out an amended version of the FTC lawsuit,
arguing that it is weak and that the regulator behind
it has “an axe to grind.” FTC chair Lina Khan cast the
deciding vote in a decision to amend the case and try
a second time, and she should have recused herself
due to bias against the company, Facebook said in
the filing.

European probes launched 
The European Commission in June opened a

formal antitrust investigation to assess whether
Facebook abused its power when it came to
advertising data gathered from advertisers and its
classified ads service. “Facebook collects vast
troves of data on the activities of users of its
social network and beyond,” commission execu-
tive vice-president Margrethe Vestager said in a
release at the time. “We will look in detail at
whether this data gives Facebook an undue competi-
tive advantage.”

Britain’s Competition and Markets Authority at the
same time announced a probe into whether
Facebook has an unfair advantage in services for
online classified ads and online dating, through how it
gathers and uses certain data. “We will be working
closely with the European Commission as we each
investigate these issues, as well as continuing our
coordination with other agencies to tackle these
global issues,” CMA chief Andrea Coscelli said in a
release. — AFP

Be ‘bold’ or 
wait-and-see: 
EU split on 
energy prices
BRDO CASTLE, Slovenia: European leaders are
divided on how to respond to the record rise in energy
prices, with France and Spain calling yesterday for
bold EU-wide action, while others urged patience.
With winter fast approaching, the cost of energy in
Europe is shooting ever higher, putting pressure on
national governments, some of which implemented
emergency measures.

Spain, France and Greece are asking for the EU as a
whole to respond and have mooted a wide range of
proposals to overhaul the continent’s highly fragment-
ed energy market. “We have asked the (European)
Commission to be bold in its response,” said Spanish
Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez, as he arrived for an EU
leaders’ summit in Slovenia.

“We are facing an unprecedented crisis that
requires extraordinary, innovative and forceful meas-
ures from the EU,” he said. The European Commission
is the EU’s executive arm that will next week propose
measures to mitigate the price surge for consumers.

The suggestions will then be discussed by the
bloc’s leaders at a summit in Brussels on October 21-
22. Spain wants the EU to make “group purchases” of
gas, much as the bloc did for vaccinations for COVID-
19. Greece is asking for an EU fund to help govern-
ments weather the crisis. Other countries, led by
Germany and the Netherlands, however urge caution.
They argue that the energy crunch is short-term and
related to the unprecedented supply shock in the wake
of the coronavirus pandemic.

Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte told reporters he
had heard “wilder plans and also some quieter ones”
from EU partners. While he did not “exclude that some
more should be done at the European level”, that
would come only after “a thorough analysis”.

Focus on clean energy 
The German finance ministry last week also argued

the surge was a unique effect of the “recovering world
economy after the COVID crisis” and would eventually
fade away. But Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban,

a bete noire for his EU counterparts, asserted that the
price crunch was caused by new bloc-wide rules
designed to bring the EU to zero-carbon emissions by
2050. “We have to change some regulations otherwise
everybody will suffer,” he said. Frans Timmermans, the
EU commission’s climate change supremo tasked with

making the bloc’s Green Deal happen, said the solution
lay with quickly adopting clean-energy sources.

“The quicker we increase our renewable energy
sources, the quicker we can protect our citizens
against price hikes in the traditional energy area,”
Timmermans told reporters in Luxembourg. —AFP

WASHINGTON, US: Former Facebook employee and
whistleblower Frances Haugen testifies before a Senate
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation
hearing on Capitol Hill in Washington, DC. — AFP

BRDO CASTLE, Slovenia: European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen (center) and Netherlands’
Prime Minister Mark Rutte  with Cyprus’ President Nicos Anastasiades (second right) and Greece’s Prime
Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis  speak during the EU-Western Balkans summit at Brdo Congress Centre, near
Ljubljana yesterday. — AFP


